Fire Fighter I Certification
Skill # 23 Working line drag and master stream operation

Maximum Time Allowed: 30 min.

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE
While working as a team (2 person), on a simulated fire ground, will be able to: deploy a hose line as a working line drag, and
connect and supply a ground monitor master stream device. Candidates shall perform task while wearing full PPE and
SCBA.
1st
Attempt
Yes
No

CANDIDATE PERFORMANCE

2nd
Attempt
Yes
No

HOSE DEPLOYMENT
Evaluator acting as company officer tells candidates: “Deploy master stream device and supply line for an indirect
fire attack. You need to deploy two 200’ supply lines.” Evaluator directs candidates where to position portable
ground monitor (approximately 150’-175’ from engine).
Candidate has informed the evaluator that they have been trained in this skill ♦
Team members communicate and coordinate with each other.
Advances 400’ of supply hose from an engine bed as a working line drag.
Each Candidate advances at least 100’ of hose.
Team advances hose so that it is free of tangles, kinks and obstructions.
Makes connections so that master stream is supplied with a least two supply lines.
Ground monitor is assembled and secured according to manufacture’s guidelines or departmental
SOP’s. ♦
Calls for charging of supply lines.
Operates master stream and produces one of the following streams (lead proctors choice):
Straight stream/solid stream at 45 degree angle

Narrow fog (10-30 degrees) at a 45 degree angle

RELOADING HOSE
Evaluator tells candidates “Shut down operations and return equipment to apparatus. The hose needs to be drained
and loaded back in the hose bed.”
Calls for shutdown of hose lines.
Uncouples hose.
Hose is drained thoroughly.
Verbalizes how to clean various types of hose and replace gaskets in couplings.
Reloads hose with the same load that hose bed was originally loaded with so that it is free of tangles,
excessive air trapped and is placed in an organized fashion ready for redeployment
Hose and ground monitor is placed in designated area or back on apparatus.
Total steps candidate must complete to pass:

12

Total

♦Critical Step - Failure on this step results in failure of the entire skill.
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1 Evaluator Signature__________________________________ Date___________________________
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Fire Fighter I Certification
Skill # 23 Working line drag and master stream operation
Objective(s): 5.5.4; 5.3.7, 5.3.8, 5.3.10 NFPA Standard 1001 2008 Edition
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE PROCTOR/EVALUATOR
Candidate shall wear full PPE. A target may be selected and one of the team members could act as
a spotter while the other operates the master stream device.
Proctor/Candidate Comments

I was informed of the task steps missed that resulted in the failure of this skill and the OSU-FST retest policies.
________________________________________________________________

_______________________

Candidate Signature

Date

